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Key takeaway – Incentive alignment for private funds participation
•

Around US$4 trillion is needed annually to meet the
UNSDG targets for developing countries

•

Governments will need to mobilise the private sector
to participate in this change

•

Governments already have major pools of capital
operating in the financial markets

•

Governments and regulators should facilitate and
incentivize private sector investments to shift into
UNSDG, climate related objectives
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Significant growth in the sustainable finance market
TOTAL ADDRESSABLE MARKET

HKDM
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Regional initiatives
Thailand
Singapore
- MAS have set up a US$2 billion facility to
invest in climate strategies
- MAS have issued an array of
requirements to improve ESG
disclosures in financial institutions
including banks, insurers and asset
managers.
- Singapore have made sustainable finance a
key priority and is developing strategies to
attract more sustainable capital to their
market.

Mainland China
-2018: CSRC ‘Listed Companies’
Corporate Governance Code’ made it
general obligation for listed companies to
disclose environmental and social information
-2021: Mandatory stock exchange
requirement is expected for listed companies
to disclose environmental information
Total green bond issuance in 2019: USD70
billion

Japan
- All major Japanese listed corporates have
sustainability reporting despite it not being
mandatory
-Japan’s Government Pension Plan
(GPIF) which has over $1T under
management have adopted ESG
integrated investment approach since
2017

Hong Kong
- ESG reporting required for ALL listed co.
since 2016
- US$500B Exchange Fund has
adopted ESG integration since 2019
- HKMA, SFC, and other regulators have
increased ESG requirements

Indonesia
- ESG reporting required for ALL listed co.
starting from: • banking(2019)
• listed companies (2020)
- Sustainability-related index
- Indonesia raised the first Green Sukuk
for around US$1.25B in 2019
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Conclusion
US$4T needed annually
to reach UNSDG goals
for developing countries

Sovereign wealth
funds and pensions
funds can be used as
vehicles to catalyse
private sector
participation

Governments by
themselves will not
be able to afford
the capital required

Sustainable finance
market is already
growing rapidly and is
over $30T as at 2018

More developed
economies in Asia
already mobilising
capital and
regulators. Others
should follow suit
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